Quality Kickstart: Testing Maturity
Trissential’s Quality Kickstart is an accelerated method that aligns your organization’s current
testing maturity with its business goals and strategies. The Kickstart is designed to identify
meaningful actions and measurable activities to meet al of your Quality goals.
This holistic Total Quality Management
approach includes an overall assessment plus
recommendations involving processes,
technology - and people - to help position your
organization for long-term Quality success.
An organization with optimal Quality testing
maturity exhibits the following characteristics:
• Significant improvements to Quality
efficiency and effectiveness
• Optimization of Quality costs and
increased ROI
• Maximized test coverage
• The correct Quality tool selection to meet
the organization’s goals and purpose

Based on our findings from the assessment,
Trissential’s Quality experts provide
recommendations that include:
• Assessment of your overall Quality strategy
and vision
• Explicit roadmap of improvements prioritized
by value, cost, resources and inherent
dependencies
• Detailed cost estimate for each set of
recommendations
“Most organizations’ testing practices are
only 15% automated”
Software Defect Origins and Removal Methods, Jones

The approach
Quality Kickstart is designed to be implemented within two weeks, and leverages
Trissential’s unique Quality-specific
assessment platform. The assessment
consists of three components:
1.

Review of current Quality assets
including work products, documents,
and other relevant materials
2. Review of current Quality tools and
technologies
3. Customized Quality workshops
Should your organization lack some required
artifacts and/or tools, we will develop a baseline describing where you are today, and
compare that to your desired overall strategy
and goals. This will deliver recommendations
for incremental change that will align to your
current maturity, and a roadmap toward a
future ability to transform.

Quality Workshops are Trissential-facilitated
discussions with your organization’s Product,
Project and Program Managers, Technical Lead,
Business Owner, Business Analysts and Quality
Analysts. Typically the workshops help
determine:
•
•
•
•
•

The Current State of Quality
Desired future state and Quality goals
Suggested tactics
Challenges and obstacles to success
Enablers

Ideally three different groups participate in two
separate sessions (each under two hours) that
occur in week one of the Quality Kickstart.

Week 1:
Review Current Quality Assets
Review Current Quality Tools & Technologies
Quality Workshops

Week 2:
Recommendations Preparation
Recommendations Presentation
Recommendations Refinement
Final Presentation
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The levels of Quality maturity

We’re not a one-size-fits-all. Trissential meets you
where your organization is on your Quality journey,
whatever level you’re at.

How do we measure?
Test Maturity Model
Integration (TMMi)

Industrialized Quality
Processes - ISO

You can trust our
Experience

• The stages of TMMi
• The progressive nature of
improvement
• Process areas with specific/
generic goals with specific/
generic practices
• Institutional process

• Review of the QMS
• Review of the risk
management system
• Review of software system
quality attributes and
alignment to corporate
quality objectives and
strategies
• Review of corporate
security and integration
of security testing
protocols

Trissential’s Quality experts have
collectively completed 10,000+
engagements and have over 35
years of experience. Our expertise
encompasses the entire range of
TQM including:

“Regression test typically
find less than 7% of all bugs”

•
•
•
•

Quality Frameworks
Maturity Assessments
Leading metrics and measures
Best practices and leading
artifacts

ISTQB Quality Principle 2, State of
Testing Report 2021, PractiTest
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What are your Quality goals?
•
•
•

Shift left / early defect discovery
Reduced support / fix costs
More efficient testing

•
•
•

Increased test phase containment effectiveness
Reduced testing timescale
Reduced time to find a defect

•
•
•

Stronger Quality conscience
More aligned integration testing
Better supplier relationships

•
•
•

Specialist resource available when required
Full range of services clearly available
Tools and environments easily available

•
•
•

Consolidated understanding of organizational risk
Consistent risk reporting
Single approach to risk management

•
•
•

All divisions comply with single process
Propagate best practices
Spreads lessons learned / innovative initiatives

“Less than 40% of business
managers say they’re getting
ROI from automation”

We see Quality differently

World Quality Report 2021,
Capgemini/Microfocus

Trissential’s Continuous Quality services enable organizations to deliver Quality while
reducing overall Business Risk. Our clients measure our success through reduced
brand and value damaging production issues, increased confidence in releases, and
reduced support costs.

Trissential Quality Core Beliefs
•

Quality is everyone’s responsibility.

•

Quality as an afterthought is no longer acceptable in today’s business climate.

•

Quality can be done efficiently, effectively, transparently, and at a reasonable cost.

•

Meeting our clients where they’re at to drive innovative, practical, and continuous
improvement in Quality outcomes.
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Trissential, an Expleo Company:
Think bold, act reliable
Organizations in technology-intensive sectors must keep changing to operate
successfully in today’s disrupted world. Trissential, an Expleo Company is a
trusted partner providing the reliability and accountability that ensure our
clients’ decisions achieve quality outcomes.
We help clients’ teams to create, test, and scale digital solutions and
operationalize at pace. And once they’re on the right trajectory, we can ensure
they progress and improve continuously. Our vision is to help clients gain
sustainable competitive advantage with a constant flow of customer value.

Contact us today
trissential.com
info@trissential.com
952.595.7970

